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	Information System Development: Improving Enterprise Communication, 9783319072142 (3319072145), Springer, 2014

	Information System Development—Improving Enterprise Communication are the collected proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Information Systems Development: Improving Enterprise Communication—ISD 2013 Conference, held in Seville, Spain. It follows in the tradition of previous conferences in the series in exploring the connections between industry, research and education.


	These proceedings represent ongoing reflections within the academic community on established information systems topics and emerging concepts, approaches and ideas. It is hoped that the papers herein contribute towards disseminating research and improving practice.


	The conference tracks highlighted at the 22nd International Conference on Information Systems Development (ISD 2013) were:

	
		Applications
	
		Data and Ontologies
	
		End Users
	
		Enterprise Evolution
	
		Industrial cases in ISD
	
		Intelligent Business Process Management
	
		Model Driven Engineering in ISD
	
		New Technologies
	
		Process Management
	
		Quality
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The Facts on File Algebra Handbook (Science Handbook)Facts on File, 2003
The mathematics that we teach and learn today includes concepts and ideas that once were pondered only by the most brilliant men and women of ancient, and not so ancient, times. Numbers such as 1,000, for example, or two, or zero, were at one time considered very abstract ideas. There was a time when a quantity more than two or three was simply...

		

Encyclopedia of EntomologySpringer, 2008

	The Encyclopedia of Entomology brings together the expertise of more than 450 distinguished entomologists from 40 countries to provide a worldwide overview of insects and their close relatives. Combining the basic science of an introductory text with accurate, comprehensive detail, the Encyclopedia is a reliable...


		

Java, Java, Java, Object-Oriented Problem Solving (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
 This second edition of Java, Java, Java offers a robust, accessible, and flexible problem-solving perspective. The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams throughout the text, strongly emphasizes object-oriented design. This book assists students and professionals with their most challenging problem as beginning programmers:...





	

Femtosecond Laser SpectroscopySpringer, 2004

	With recent major breakthroughs in ultrafast laser technology and femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopic techiques, Femtosecond Laser Spectroscopy is currently a burgeoning field in many branches of science, including physics, chemistry, biology, and materials science. There is an urgent need for researchers and postgraduate students to have a...


		

Quantum Mechanics of Fundamental Systems: The Quest for Beauty and Simplicity: Claudio Bunster FestschriftSpringer, 2009
This is a collection of contributed papers by former collaborators and colleagues of Claudio Bunster (formerly Teitelboim). The topics include General Relativity, Quantum Gravity, String Theory; from historical reviews to current research; from mathematical structures underlying the fundamental interactions, to cosmological scenarios describing the...

		

The Black Death (Great Historic Disasters)Chelsea House Publications, 2008


	In 1346, Europe was hit by the worst natural disaster

	in its recorded history: the Black Death. Generally

	believed to be a combination of bubonic plague and two

	other plague strains, the Black Death ravaged the length and

	breadth of Europe from Sicily to Norway, from Ireland to Russia,

	for five terrible years. Scholars can...
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